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Statistics of defect motion in spatiotemporal chaos in inclined
layer convection
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We report experiments on defect-tracking in the state of undulation chaos observed in thermal
convection of an inclined fluid layer. We characterize the ensemble of defect trajectories according
to their velocities, relative positions, diffusion, and gain and loss rates. In particular, the defects
exhibit incidents of rapid transverse motion which result in power law distributions for a number of
quantitative measures. We examine connections between this behavior and Le´vy flights and
anomalous diffusion. In addition, we describe time-reversal and system size invariance for defect
creation and annihilation rates. ©2003 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1536330#
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Topological defects within patterns are observed in many
systems to move in a spatiotemporally chaotic fashion
We examine the motion of such defects within a defect
turbulent state observed in thermal convection of an in-
clined fluid layer. We characterize the trajectories of the
defects both by analogy to fluid turbulence—velocity dis-
tributions, diffusion, and power spectra—and by proper-
ties dependent upon the topological characteristics of the
defects: pair creationÕannihilation and interactions.

I. INTRODUCTION

Nonequilibrium systems with similar symmetries ofte
form patterns which appear to be universal in spite of hav
been formed by different physical mechanisms.1 In particu-
lar, reduced descriptions of the patterns often quantify
similarities in behavior so that understanding of one sys
can lead to insights in multiple systems. A class of spatiote
porally chaotic states exhibiting defect-mediated turbulen2

has been found in such diverse systems as wind-driven s
electroconvection in liquid crystals,3 nonlinear optics,4 fluid
convection,5,6 and autocatalytic chemical reactions.7 In many
cases, such systems have been modeled via the com
Ginzburg–Landau equation.8–12 These various defect turbu
lent patterns are characterized by an underlying striped s
which contains dislocations~point defects! where the stripes
dead-end within the pattern. Locally, the defects distort
orientation and wavenumber of the stripes and the nu
ation, motion, and annihilation of the defects constitute
spatiotemporally chaotic system. An example from inclin
layer convection is shown in Fig. 1.

Previous work on defect turbulence has focused both
snapshots of such patterns3,4,10 and the dynamics and
interaction.8,9,11However, there are numerous open questio
about defect turbulence: characterization of the defect
tions, interactions between the defects, and the exten
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which the analogy to turbulence is appropriate. The degre
which such characteristics are similar in different defe
turbulent systems remains to be explored.

Investigations of pattern formation in variants
Rayleigh–Be´nard convection~RBC! have been particularly
fruitful.13 The state of undulation chaos~shown in Fig. 1 and
described in Refs. 14–16! observed in inclined layer convec
tion ~Fig. 2! exhibits defect turbulence and is well suited
investigations on the dynamics of defects since spatially
tended systems and fast time scales are experimentally
cessible. This allows for tracking of point defects throu
their creation, motion, and annihilation. In the observed p
tern, the stripes contain undulations as well as defects; b
are spatiotemporally chaotic~further characterization to be
published in Ref. 16!.

A number of features stand out in the defect trajector
we observe in undulation chaos. As exemplified in Fig. 3,
inherent anisotropy~due to the inclination! is apparent, with
the trajectory meandering preferentially in the transverse
rection. Occasionally, there is a rapid burst of transverse
tion as marked by the black diamonds, corresponding t
tearing of the pattern across the rolls. Such behavior app
be related to Le´vy flights17–19 for which distributions of step
sizes display power laws. Furthermore, we are able to st
the ensemble of trajectories to gain insight into defect p
creation, interaction, and annihilation.

II. INCLINED LAYER CONVECTION

In inclined layer convection~ILC!, a thin fluid layer
heated from one side and cooled from the other is tilted
an angleg; the system is anisotropic due to the resulti
shear flow~see Fig. 2!. The fluid becomes unstable above
critical temperature differenceDTc . At fixed g, we describe
how far the system is above the onset of convection via
nondimensional driving parametere[ @DT/DTc(g)#21.

At low angles of inclination, buoyancy provides the pr
mary instability~analogous to RBC! and the convection rolls
are aligned with the shear flow~longitudinal! both at onset
and for the secondary transition to undulation chaos.20 Over
a range of intermediate angles (15°&g&70° for Prandtl
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numbers'1), the longitudinal rolls become unstable to u
dulation chaos abovee'0.01. It is this defect turbulent stat
which we investigate; some of its properties have been
viously described in other work.15,16Abovee'0.1, there is a
further transition to a state of competing ordered undulati
and undulation chaos. We examine trajectories from b
sides of this transition.

The apparatus used in this experiment is of the type
scribed in de Bruynet al.,21 modified to allow for inclina-
tion. The fluid used was CO2 at a pressure of~56.560.01!
bar regulated to60.005 bar with a mean temperature
~2860.05! °C regulated to60.0003 °C. As determined from
a materials properties program,21 the Prandtl number wa
s51.14060.001. A cell of heightd5(38862) mm and di-
mensions 203d3100d was used, for which the vertical dif
fusion time wastv5d2/k5(1.53260.015) s. The fluid was
weakly non-Boussinesq conditions:Q50.8, as described in
Ref. 13 for horizontal fluid layers. All experiments were pe
formed at a fixed inclination ofg530°, within the regime of
buoyancy-instability. Images of the convection pattern w
collected using a digital CCD camera, via the usual shad
graph technique.21,22 Images were collected at 3 frames p
second in one of two formats. Six-hour (23104tv , 80000
frames! continuous runs of data were obtained at two valu
of e: 0.08~four runs! and 0.17~two runs!. For 17 values ofe
between 0.04 and 0.22, short runs with 100 images w
collected, separated by at least 100tv for statistical indepen-

FIG. 1. Sample Fourier-filtered shadowgraph image of inclined layer c
vection at e50.08 andg530°. Black circle encloses a positive defec
white, a negative. Arrow indicates tearing region of low-amplitude conv
tion. Uphill direction is at left side of page. Region shown is the subreg
of size 51d363d used for analysis.

FIG. 2. Schematic of inclined layer convection with associated coordin
system.DT[Thot2Tcold .
ownloaded 08 Sep 2005 to 152.1.125.107. Redistribution subject to AIP lic
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dence. At each of thesee, at least 400 repeats~up to 600 for
the lowest values ofe! were performed. Each value ofe was
reached by a quasistatic temperature increase from below
addition, a run with quasistatic temperature decreases
performed betweene50.12 ande50.06 to check for hyster-
esis, which was not observed. Only data from the cen
homogeneous region of dimension 51d363d were utilized
during the analysis unless noted otherwise; see Ref. 16
details on the choice of this region. Size-dependent effect
this region are discussed here.

III. DEFECT TRAJECTORIES

Here we consider only the defects themselves—an
semble of moving, interacting, charged ‘‘particles’’—and n
the underlying pattern. By reducing the data to a set of de
trajectories of known charge, birth, and death we can obse
how these particles move individually and as an ensem
Single defects may enter or leave through the edges of
system, or be created/annihilated in pairwise events betw
defects of opposite topological charge.15 During their life-
times, the defects have positions and velocities which m
be related both to the underlying pattern and to the prese
of other defects. We examine properties averaged over th
effects, and also isolate some effects due to the latter.

The topological defects are located at points where a
pair ends within the pattern~see Fig. 1!. At these points,
there is a phase discontinuity and the topological charg
determined from the phase jump along a contour around
defect,

-

-
n

te

FIG. 3. ~a! Example of a long trajectory for a defect with positive topolog

cal charge ate50.08. Positiveŷ indicates a downslope direction~see Fig.
1!. ~b! Corresponding transverse velocity. The symbolsl mark the ends of
a flight with displacementDX and durationDt. Dotted line is the trigger
velocity for detecting flights.
ense or copyright, see http://chaos.aip.org/chaos/copyright.jsp
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R ¹f•ds5n2p, ~1!

The phase fieldf(x,y) is determined from Fourier
demodulated images for which the complex fieldc(x,y)
5uA(x,y)ueif(x,y) has been reconstructed. We detect the
cations of defects by finding points whereR(c)50 and
I(c)50 and a phase discontinuity occurs.~Details of this
technique are described in Ref. 16.! In undulation chaos, we
observe only defects withn561; examples of each topo
logical charge are marked by circles in Fig. 1.

After the defects were detected in each image, the de
locations were connected to form trajectories. This was d
by matching each defect already on a trajectory to its clo
same-signed neighbor in the subsequent frame. If the rev
process also agreed on the match, then the subsequent d
was added to the list of defects located on that traject
Similarly, the ends of positive and negative defect trajec
ries were matched up to obtain the locations of all pair c
ations and annihilations. When the analysis was comple
broken trajectories~those missing a creation or annihilatio!
were rejoined.

Since the defect positions were determined only to
nearest pixel, the data were later smoothed to interpolate
coordinates along the trajectory. Eachxi[x(t i) and
yi[y(t i) along a trajectory was replaced with the weight
average of its neighbors, using the Gaussian weighting fu
tion

wi j [
1

sxsys t~2p!3/2
expF2

~xi2xj !
2

2sx
2 G

~2!

•expF2
~yi2yj !

2

2sy
2 G•expF2

~ t i2t j !
2

2s t
2 G .

This resulted in a smoothed trajectory with coordinatesx̃i

5(wi j xj and ỹi5(wi j yj ~tildes will be dropped hereafte
for convenience!. The appropriate widthss in wi j were de-
termined by examining a range of parameters and find
convergence forsx5sy52 d and s t52tv . The advantage
of this weighting method is that it automatically adjusts t
fit length so that along faster-moving segments of the tra
tory we average fewer data points than along slower-mov
segments.

From the trajectoriesx(t) and y(t), we applied a local
weighted linear fit~again usingwi j ) at each point along
the trajectory to obtain the corresponding velocitiesvx(t)
and vy(t). We also determined v[Avx

21vy
2 and

u[arctan (vx /vy), corresponding to a downslope (ŷ) direc-
tion atu50°. A raw trajectory is shown in Fig. 3, along wit
the smoothed trajectory and the transverse velocity com
nentvx(t).

Defect turbulence in inclined layer convection is anis
tropic, withvx corresponding to glide motion across the ro
andvy to climb motion along the rolls. These are fundame
tally different behaviors; the former adjusts the orientation
the rolls, and the later the wavenumber. As expected,
decomposed motions are found to be poorly correlated w
each other, with a linear correlation coefficientR250.16 for
ownloaded 08 Sep 2005 to 152.1.125.107. Redistribution subject to AIP lic
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positive defect trajectories andR250.12 for negative. There
fore, we separate all defect positions and motions into th
two components and examine each direction independen

Defect velocities are observed to be correlated over t
scales of less than'10tv , as determined from temporal au
tocorrelation functions ofvx(t) andvy(t). The autocorrela-
tions are plotted in Fig. 4, averaged over the ensemble
trajectories. The defect motions exhibit short-range ord
with exponential decay during the time before the ze
crossing.

IV. DEFECT MOTION

We characterize the meanderings of the defect via
central moments, represented by integer powers of the de
tions from its mean value. For trajectoriesxi(t) with mean
xi(t), thenth moment is given by the quantity

mn~ t ![^~xi~ t !2xī !
n&, ~3!

where^•& represents an ensemble average, and a similar
culation can be made for they(t). For normal diffusion or
random walks,mn}tn/2, wherem252Dt provides a valueD
for the diffusion constant.

Investigations in a broad variety of situations~see, for
example, Refs. 17–19,23, and references therein! have found
anomalous diffusion instead, wherem252Dta. For a,1 a
system is said to be subdiffusive,a.1 is superdiffusive, and
a52 is ballistic transport. Anomalous diffusion is frequent
associated with Le´vy walks/flights, in which the PDFs of the
lengths and durations of the flights are power laws and h
infinite moments. Since the central limit theorem no long
holds in such cases, the probability of long jumps~waits!
will enhance~retard! the diffusive behavior. Similarly, the
power spectrumS(v) of the associated velocities will ex
hibit power law behavior as well. Some recent examples
such behavior in fluid dynamics include tokamak dens
fluctuations24 and particle motion in two-dimensional rota
ing fluid flows.25 Defect random walks have also been co
sidered for models of intracellular Ca21 dynamics,8 in which
subdiffusion was observed.

In Figs. 5 and 6 we calculate moments for those valu
of t at which 100 or more trajectories have at least that
ration. We look for behavior of the typem2}ta, m4}tb, and
m6}tg in both thex̂ and ŷ directions. In the variance (m2),
superdiffusive behavior is evident at bothe, particularly inx̂

FIG. 4. Velocity autocorrelation in~a! transverse and~b! longitudinal direc-
tions ate50.08 ande50.17. Data are shown for positive defects; results
negative defect trajectories were similar.
ense or copyright, see http://chaos.aip.org/chaos/copyright.jsp
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wherea'1.5. The exponents forŷ are lower but also indi-
cate superdiffusion. The exponents ofm4 andm6 do not sug-
gest superdiffusion inx̂, and theŷ behavior does not follow
a power law.

We locate defects flights as the portions of the trajec
ries which occur whileuvxu.1d/tv . An example flight is
shown in Fig. 3. For each of these flights, we determine
durationDt and displacementDX. Distributions of these val-
ues are shown in Fig. 7. Due to the constraints of a fin
system size, the maximum observableDX is limited. None-
theless, the distribution of flight timesDt is observed to have
behavior consistent with a power law tail of exponent a
proximately 23. For DX, behavior suggestive of a powe
law with exponent approximately24 is observed, indicating
that there is not a characteristic velocity associated with
flights.

Physically, these flight events correspond to a tearing
the rolls when the pattern shifts along a line in thex̂ direc-
tion, so that each roll broken in the process rejoins with
one next to it. Such a tearing line is visible next to the wh
arrow in Fig. 1, where there is weaker convection along

FIG. 5. Displacement moments@Eq. ~3!# and local fits to the associate

exponents inx̂ ~black! and ŷ ~gray! directions ate50.08. Dashed lines are
values for normal diffusion or random walks,mn}tn/2. Data are shown for
positive defects; results for negative defects were similar.
ownloaded 08 Sep 2005 to 152.1.125.107. Redistribution subject to AIP lic
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slopes of the undulations. Since each roll must move by o
2d to reconnect with the next roll, defects can be transpor
rapidly from one end of the tear line to the other.

By analogy to fluid turbulence, we plot probability dis
tribution functions~PDFs! and power spectra of the defe
velocities. Figures 8 and 9 show the results for distributio
in x̂ and ŷ. The PDFs ofvx are independent of topologica
charge and show steep power law tails with an exponen
approximately23.5. This is consistent with the results o
tained for defect flights displacements and durations. As
be seen in Figs. 8 and 9, the peak of the distributions hav
Gaussian shape, indicative of smoothing due to noise. E
distribution is also of a shape described by Tsallis statis
of the type described in Ref. 26. The PDFs forvy show
lower characteristic velocities and~particularly ate50.08)
dependence on the topological charge. Figure 10 show
complementary picture in (v,u) space via a two-dimensiona
histogram. Thex̂ flights are now visible as the ridges a
approximatelyu5690°. This transverse direction not onl
comprises most of the defect motion, but is also the direct
along which motion is the fastest.

FIG. 6. Displacement moments@Eq. ~3!# and local fits to the associate

exponents inx̂ ~black! and ŷ ~gray! directions ate50.17. Dashed lines are
values for normal diffusion or random walks,mn}tn/2. Data are shown for
positive defects; results for negative defects were similar.
ense or copyright, see http://chaos.aip.org/chaos/copyright.jsp
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A second effect visible in Figs. 8, 9, and 10 is an asy
metry in the6 ŷ behavior which shifts the (v,u) peaks in the
upslope or downslope direction, away from690°. Although
the e50.17 defects are more isotropic in their motion th

FIG. 7. Distributions of flight~a,c! durationsDt and~b,d! displacementsDX
at e50.08 ande50.17. Positive defects are1, negative defects are square
black points are from entire trajectories, and gray from segments within
homogeneous subregion. Dotted lines represent fit region for power la

FIG. 8. ~a,b! Longitudinal and~c,d! transverse velocity PDFs ate50.08 on
log–log and semilog~for v.0) axes. Positive defects are shown with bla
1 and negative defects with gray squares. Approximately 106 defect veloc-
ity measurements were used to determine the probabilities in each g
Dotted lines are Gaussian fits to whole data, with standard deviationsy

50.08 andsx50.59. Dashed lines represent fit region for power laws.
ownloaded 08 Sep 2005 to 152.1.125.107. Redistribution subject to AIP lic
-the e50.08 defects, in both cases the negative defects pr
the downslope direction over the upslope, and the posi
defects prefer the upslope. In fact, Figs. 8 and 9 show
this asymmetry is the dominant behavior at lowere; it is rare

e
.

ph.

FIG. 9. ~a,b! Longitudinal and~c,d! transverse velocity PDFs ate50.17 on
log–log and semilog~for v.0) axes. Positive defects are shown with bla
1 and negative defects with gray squares. Approximately 106 defect veloc-
ity measurements were used to determine the probabilities in each g
Dotted lines are Gaussian fits to whole data, with standard deviationssy

50.10 andsx50.51. Dashed lines represent fit region for power laws.

FIG. 10. Histogram for (v,u) pairs. Negative defects plotted with negativ
speed and positive defects plotted with positive speed. Gray scale is sh
on a logarithmic scale.~a! e50.08; ~b! e50.17.
ense or copyright, see http://chaos.aip.org/chaos/copyright.jsp
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for defects to travel other than in the preferred directio
Asymmetries in defect behavior with respect to topologi
charge have been observed in other anisotropic systems
as Langmuir circulations,27 although for quantities such a
the surface convergence rather than the defect velocity
this case, the asymmetry may be related to the breakin
the ẑ symmetry by non-Boussinesq effects.

In a system consisting of Le´vy flight behavior, the power
spectraS(v) of v(t) is expected to show the power la
behavior forp@v@v* 51/Dt* , whereDt* is a short time
associated with the low-t limit of power law behavior of the
PDF of Dt for flights.19 Such a cutoff is relatively large
('5tv) in the defect flight durations shown in Fig. 7, limi
ing the range over which we would expect to see power la
in S(v) for defect trajectories. Figure 11 suggests rando
walk behavior ~constant, uniform spectrum! for low v,
crossing over to a flight-related power law at highv. The
exponent in all cases (e, x̂, ŷ, and topological charges! is
approximately21.8.

V. DEFECT INTERACTIONS

The defects carry topological charge, and the result
phase fields allow them to interact with each other. By
amining the relative position of nearby defects, we can g
insight into their interactions. We examine strips of wid
dy52d ~or dx) and calculate the distancesDx ~or Dy) sepa-
rating all pairs of defects within the strip~see Fig. 12 for a
schematic!.

Figure 13 plots PDFs of this data for all~1,2!, ~1,1!,
and ~2,2! pairs of defects:P(Dxudy,2d) and P(Dyudx
,2d). The data are limited by the finite size of the regi
under consideration, and are only plotted over half the

FIG. 11. Power spectra of~a,c! vx and ~b,d! vy at e50.08 and 0.17 for
positive~black solid! and negative~gray dashed! defects. Dotted lines show
power law fit region for positive defects.
ownloaded 08 Sep 2005 to 152.1.125.107. Redistribution subject to AIP lic
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mensions of the region. For bothe, it is rare for oppositely
charged defects to be located within 3d of each other. This is
associated with the annihilation of such pairs which pass
close in either direction.

Defect pairs of~1,1! or ~2,2! charge behave in simila
fashions to each other, demonstrated by the closely over
ping dashed and dotted lines of Fig. 13. There is a repuls
effect in thex̂ direction, with Dx increasing away from 0.
The turnover in thee50.17 PDF may be due to finite siz
considerations. In theŷ direction, there is again an exclude
region of around 5d, an effect which is strong enough tha
secondary and tertiary peaks at 10d and 15d are visible as
well for e50.17.

FIG. 12. Schematic diagram of determination of defect pair separationsŷ,
with associatedDy measurements.

FIG. 13. PDF of defect pair separations (Dx and Dy) for strips of width
dy5dx52d as shown in Fig. 12.~a,c! Transverse separations and~b,d!
longitudinal separations. Solid lines are (1,2) pairs, dotted are (1,1),
and dashed are (2,2). Approximately 105 elements used for each curve
ense or copyright, see http://chaos.aip.org/chaos/copyright.jsp
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VI. CREATION AND ANNIHILATION EVENTS

A general feature of defect turbulent systems is the p
duction and loss of defects through two mechanisms:
creations/annihilations and flux through the boundaries
mean-field approximation has been postulated by Gilet al.10

and experimentally examined by Falckeet al.8 and Daniels
and Bodenschatz15 in which these rates depend on the nu
ber of defects in the system:

C~N!5C0 , ~4!

E~N!5E0 , ~5!

L~N!5L0N, ~6!

A~N!5A0N2, ~7!

whereC(N) is the probability of a pair creation event ha
pening per unit time,A(N) is pair annihilation,L(N) is a
single defect leaving, andE(N) is a single defect entering.N
is taken to be either the number of positive defectsN1 or the
number of negative defectsN2 , quantities which are ap
proximately equal on average. Figure 14 shows PDFs of
net charge (N12N2) for the observed images, with a mea
of zero ~topologically neutral!, independent ofe. The con-
stant creation and entering rates can be understood as b
generated by random events, independent of the numbe
defects already in the system. The annihilation rate scale
the number of positive defects times the number of nega
defects. The leaving rate is proportional to the number
defects present in the system.

Based on this approach, we earlier derived and teste
universal distribution forN which agrees with the experi
mental findings.15 We find, as well, that the subscripted c
efficients depend one, system size, and other physical p
rameters in systematic ways.

The stationary distribution forN was found using a re
cursive relation,

loss~N!P~N!5gain~N21!P~N21! ~8!

to describe the probabilities at adjacentN.15 In fact, the more
stringent condition of detailed balance holds as well.

FIG. 14. PDF of net charge (N12N2) found in the subregion for nine
values ofe. Solid line is a Gaussian fit.
ownloaded 08 Sep 2005 to 152.1.125.107. Redistribution subject to AIP lic
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time-reversing all trajectories, creations become annih
tions and entering defects leave the subregion. Analysis
the reversed trajectories fore50.07 is shown in Fig. 15 in
comparison with the original data and found to exhibit t
same behavior.

Such defect gain and loss rates properly scale with
size of the region under consideration. We define a se
size-independent coefficientsc0 , a0 , e0 , and l 0 to quantify
this behavior. Both creation and entering are random eve
which have some rate per unit area and length, respectiv
Thus,c0[ C(N)/S ande0[ E(N)/P, whereSandP are the
surface area and perimeter of the subregion, respectiv
With primed and unprimed variables representing differ
subregion sizes, c0[ C0 /S5 C08/S8 and e0[ E0 /P
5 E08/P8. For two subregions with the same density of d
fectsn[N/S, the annihilations per unit area~at constantn)
is also constant. ForA(N)5A0N25A0n2S25A08n

2S82 and
constant density of defectsn, a0[ @A(N)/S# }A0S. Analo-
gously, l 0[L0P.

Figure 16 compares these rescaled coefficients for v
ous sizes of test regions. Because of thex̂–ŷ anisotropy,
regions with the same aspect ratio as the homogeneous
region were used. All four coefficients show constant r
caled rates for a givene. There is, however, a slight trend i
the annihilation rates; larger boxes allow more defects to fi
each other and annihilate, particularly at highere. This may
also relate to the larger test regions approaching the
homogeneous sidewall regions~see Ref. 16!.

Figure 17 shows the coefficientsC0 , E0 , L0 , andA0 as
a function ofe. The error bars were determined via a boo
strap method; by resampling the data with replacement
obtained a distribution of values for each coefficient fro
which to estimate the error. At present we have no expla
tion for the particular shapes of these graphs, which app
to be linear to first order. BothC0(e) and E0(e) appear to
intercept thee-axis close to theec'0.02 onset of undulation
chaos.15 For A0(e) andL0(e), both lines extrapolate to the
origin, the expected behavior forN50. The data ate50.04

FIG. 15. Comparison of gain/loss coefficients for forward-time~triangles!
and backward-time~squares! trajectories ate50.07. Lines are fits to the
expectedN-dependence as described in text.
ense or copyright, see http://chaos.aip.org/chaos/copyright.jsp
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and 0.05 have been disregarded due to finite-size eff
which are significant at low values ofe since the undulations
are a long-wavelength (k50) instability. Defects are in-
creasingly rare fore→ec as the wavelength of the undula
tions becomes on the order of the size of the convection c

VII. CONCLUSION

The defect trajectories observed in inclined layer co
vection display many intriguing behaviors. The occasio
rapid motion of defects across many convection rolls can
associated with power laws in various quantitative measu
of their motility: diffusion, velocity PDFs, flight size PDFs
and velocity power spectra. While the system is stron
anisotropic and its defect motions are dominated by tra
verse motion, PDFs of the defect separations reveal sig
cant correlations in the longitudinal direction as well. Final
the trajectories allow us to probe the gain and loss of def
in which much of this interesting behavior can be averag
over to reveal general results.

We have focused primarily on characterizing the o
served flight behavior. If these rapid motions are, in fa
related to Le´vy flights then the exponents found in each
the power laws should be related to each other as has
presented in the literature for various random wa
formalisms.18,19,28 However, comparisons to existing theo
are difficult due to both the strongly anisotropic nature a
the finite size of this system. Further investigation into t
phenomenon, possibly in other systems, will undoubtedly
fruitful.

The trajectories analyzed here were obtained fore50.08
and 0.17, of which the former is in a state of undulati
chaos and the later intermittently exhibit ordered undu
tions. The dynamics of this transition is discussed in Ref.
and the defect trajectories should also be examined in l
of the existence of the two states. The statistics prese
here will presumably vary according to whether the system

FIG. 16. Size-independent gain/loss coefficients versus size of test regie
from bottom to top are 0.06~s!, 0.09 ~n!, 0.12 ~h!, 0.15 ~L!, 0.18 ~,!,
0.22 ~3!. Data are shown for positive defects; results for negative def
were similar.
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in an ordered or disordered state. Furthermore, the motio
the defects during the transition may shed light on the na
of the transition.

Other questions remain regarding the relation betw
the defect motion and the underlying undulation pattern.
instance, the relationship between the motion of the defe
and the stability of the local wavenumber. A related issue
that defects have been observed to ‘‘bounce’’ off regions
ordered undulations, sharply reversing direction.

Finally, the relationship between the relative positi
and relative velocity of defects has not yet been investiga
Further work in this area would provide information abo
the attraction and repulsion of defects, particularly near c
ation and annihilation events.
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